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while vmware has years-long head start with vcf, nutanix
claims it has greater integration with aws -- particularly on
the network side. instead of using network overlays that
create layers of network abstraction for software
virtualization by requiring virtual machine management,
nutanix assigns its ahv virtualization layer ip addresses
provided by aws networking. virtual machines communicate
within nca and ec2 vms directly through aws switching. that
allows virtual machines to access cloud services without
performing any network translation. the native integration
can improve performance without adding network latency.
its not everyday that you come across a solution that lets
you run and manage your existing vmware workloads in the
cloud without any major modifications or associated risks.
with t-systems-powered azure vmware solution (avs),
customers can get scale, automation, and fast provisioning
of their vmware workloads on global azure infrastructure
using exisiting vmware tools and skills along microsoft
azures integrated set of services. with t-systems-powered
azure vmware solution (avs), customers can get scale,
automation, and fast provisioning of their vmware
workloads on global azure infrastructure using exisiting
vmware tools and skills along microsoft azures integrated
set of services. virtual machine workloads are the most
common on the cloud but are often the hardest to run. nca
makes it easier to run virtual machines in the cloud by
allowing seamless cloud and on-premises collaboration. nca
is based on vca, a software virtualization technology
created by vmware, that nutanix originally licensed.
vmware re-licensed the technology as ahv in march 2009.
ahv is the virtualization technology nutanix is
demonstrating on aws.
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i have been using it as usual, and this weekend after i had
to upgrade my system i wanted to play with some orthos,
and after i winterizer the orthos i have winter trees with

snow. i have no sam for that ortho and for the other one i
have default trees, with the deep winter feature active and

my textures are not like they should be, they're with the
same weather as my ortho. if i remove deep winter, and

also remove the winter trees from my ortho i have the same
thing. i have all the correct files, and i don't know what's

going on. this is a good point, as some of the worst
offenders are ea games and their lazy use of normal maps,
in the past i have used cmc to fix this issue, but sadly they

have removed the support for this, i have also used the
exporter to fix this issue, but sadly i have not had time to
test this properly. i can tell you from a brief test i did, that
using the exporter to fix this issue was not as successful as

you might expect. i did test this with a few games that i
know have the issue, and while i was able to fix the issue, it
was not perfect. there was some part of the map that would

be affected, and some areas that would not be affected,
and also some areas that would not be affected would be
fixed (if there was a block of terrain with snowy trees that
was not part of the problem map, it would not be fixed). i

was not able to get an exact fix for it, but this is something
to consider, perhaps this is why people say that it is not

worth the time to use the exporter and instead should just
use the winterizer feature. all you need to do is go to and

download the snow leopard.zip file. the package will contain
an installer and a vmware workstation 7 file. so you can

unzip this package and run the installer. once the
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installation is finished, you can now create a new virtual
machine and install the vmware workstation 7 file on it. the
setup wizard will help you with the installation and you will

then have an os x snow leopard virtual machine.
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